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in risk, regulation 
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Adding fun elements like our Don’t Give Up 
the Wine List series in the United States with 

RARECAT Wines – helped our Risky Women 

increase their wine knowledge and showed 

them how to use the wine list as a business 

tool.In Hong Kong, our More than Musical 
evening was a highlight. Joined by two 

opera singers in an up-close performance, 

we saw first-hand how one woman is 

disrupting the status quo with a new format 

of opera to increase and extend the appeal 

to a younger and more diverse audience. 

Disruption is everywhere and offers so  

many opportunities. 

The caliber of speakers remains inspiring 

and I want to thank them all. Sam Mostyn 

was wonderful in Sydney with a fabulous 

look at her career and how taking risks was 

rewarded. As Sam said, “The more risks I 

took the luckier I got.” The scope of topics 

and expert opinions is a point of celebration. 

In Japan, we were privileged to have 

Royanne Doi and Yumiko Murakami share 

the challenges and opportunities of doing 

business in Japan, which offered some great 

learning opportunities for all. That’s just a 

few of the highlights with more contained on 

the following pages of this report.

Collaboration and partnership have always 

been a strength of the network and joining 

forces with other powerhouse networks has 

added new opportunities for support. From 

TEDxTinHauWomen in Hong Kong to Every 
Woman in London, we are always looking 

to extend our connections. Another first for 

Risky Women was achieved when Catherine 

Fox and Dr Kristin Ferguson included 

Risky Women in their book Women Kind: 

Unlocking the power of women supporting 

women. Definitely worth a read.

A MESSAGE FROM  
THE CHIEF RISKY WOMAN 

It has been a great year across the globe with the annual Refinitiv Regulatory 

Summits continuing to provide a platform to bring Risky Women® together 

to discuss hot topics in the industry. From London to Japan, we have put a 

spotlight on financial crime, the global regulatory landscape, privacy and 

looking at new areas such as crypto. 
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The most exciting achievement this year was 

the launch of Risky WomenTM Radio. Our 

own community podcast channel is giving 

an even greater voice to our community of 

experts and inspiring emerging talent. It has 

not only been an immense amount of fun, 

but the stories and new ideas continue to 

inspire me and I hope you too. Take a look 

inside at the amazing risk and compliance 

professionals we featured in the first series. 

From kicking off the series with Catherine 

Simmons and Rebecca Terner-Lentchner 

around government and regulatory affairs 

to interviews with regulators and a special 

series with Australian Securities and 

Investments Commission (ASIC), we have 

had a ball sharing career journeys, expert 

opinions and personal rants and revelations!

Thank you again to all the Risky Women 

across the globe and also to all of our 

listeners and allies. 2019 promises more 

change in the regulatory landscape and 

further disruption with opportunities to 

change and grow. Risky Women is no 

exception, so get ready for a new look for 

the network and more ways to celebrate 

across the globe.

As always, I love to hear from you and 

understand what else we can do to help shape 

the discussion and connect you globally. 

Best wishes, 
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ABOUT THE NETWORK

Risky Women® is a global network connecting, celebrating and championing 
women in risk, regulation and compliance. It has proven to be a great forum to 
engage and interact with peers, exchange ideas, opportunities and insights in 
the governance risk and compliance industry.

From San Francisco to Sydney, Refinitiv has created a strong and 

vibrant network that connects a global community in 11 cities. The 

network has provided a voice for the female perspective of our 

rapidly growing, changing and influential industry and has proven to 

be an important forum for like-minded women to exchange ideas, 

opportunities and insights on governance, risk and compliance.

Engage with our social community by joining the Risky Women® 

LinkedIn group and following us on Twitter @RiskyWomen.
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The biggest risk 
I’ve taken so far is 
actually right here 
and right now. 
Loretta Yuen, Executive Vice-President, Group Legal  
and Regulatory Compliance, OCBC 
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LAUNCH RISKY WOMEN RADIO 

A podcast celebrating a global community of women in risk, 
regulation and compliance.

 EPISODE ONE: LEADING WOMEN IN GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS

Catherine Simmons, Head of Government Affairs, Asia Pacific at Citi, and Rebecca Terner Lentcher, 

Head of Government Relations Asia Pacific at BNY Mellon, joined for an intimate look at their career 

journeys, the biggest challenges they see for the government affairs function in Asia and what they 

are most excited about for the future of the industry.

Sharing insight and perspective from our most influential network members on the latest industry 

developments we need to think about, the challenges we should all talk more about and the innovation 

we are most excited about. The first series connected listeners to a fabulous mix of female leaders across 

16 episodes and two partner episodes with DiverCity™ Podcast and #impact Podcast.

Listen and subscribe at iTunes, Spotify and Google Play Music.

 EPISODE TWO: TAKING A FEW RISKS

Sam Mostyn says the more risks she took the luckier she got. Hear more about the role risk has 

played in her extraordinary career spanning the realms of government, private sector and sports 

administration. As a self-described “connector” she has become one of Australia’s most senior 

professional non-executive directors, holding positions with Citigroup Australia, Virgin Australia, 

Transurban Group, Mirvac, Sydney Swans and GO Foundation, and was the first female appointed 

to the Australian Football League Commission.

http://divercitypodcast.com
https://www.hashtagimpact.com
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 EPISODE THREE: A COFFEE WITH THE COMMISSIONER 

Chief Risky Woman, Kimberley Cole, sat down with Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) 

Commissioner, Cathie Armour, for a candid discussion. With 18 years of experience in legal counsel leadership 

roles in international financial institutions, Cathie shared her point of view on everything from technology and 

diversity, financial inclusion and financial crime, the Royal Commission and trust to RegTech and innovation.

 EPISODE FOUR: THE FUTURE OF COMPLIANCE

We focused our lens on the future of compliance. Angelina Kwan has held many roles including Head of 

Regulatory Compliance, Listing and Regulatory Affairs Division for HKEX. As one of our founding women, 

she has been instrumental to our network’s growth. She is a certified public accountant with over 27 years of 

experience in Asia and the U.S., founding a compliance and corporate governance consulting firm and holding 

senior management positions with a long list of companies, boards and committees.

 EPISODE FIVE: AN AWARD-WINNING GUIDE TO LEADING IN DISRUPTION

Live from Singapore with Loretta Yuen, Executive Vice-President, Group Legal and Regulatory Compliance at 

OCBC, and Gladys Chun, General Counsel at Lazada Group. They are both winners of the inaugural Singapore 

Chief Legal Officer Awards in 2017 and joined us to offer their often humorous perspectives on what leading in 

disruptive times means for their roles and industries.

 EPISODE SIX: FOCUSING ON ACE: ACCOUNTABILITY, COMPLIANCE AND ETHICS

Highlighted as a “Woman to Watch” by The Women’s Foundation in Hong Kong, Barbara Leach-Walters explores 

how she narrowed and strengthened her focus across a diverse financial services career spanning more than 

20 years and three continents. Barbara is the Founder and Managing Director of Berkshire Holdings Limited, an 

independent regulatory consultant and was most recently Head of Compliance, Asia Pacific for State Street and 

now she is at.

 EPISODE SEVEN: LESSONS ON BEING BOLD

Diane Mullenex is a partner at Pinsent Masons LLP, leading the Global Telecom and Gaming Practices and 

Technology Media Telecom, Middle East Practices departments, and co-founder of the Power Women network. 

In a fast-paced interview, she speaks on being bold – from her Japanese upbringing and working in Asia, 

Europe, Africa and the Middle East to taking on complex digital transformation, including gaming, smart cities, 

IOTs and cyber security.
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 EPISODE EIGHT: THE IMPORTANCE OF GOVERNANCE

Christine Maye, Chief Governance Officer for Citi Institutional Clients Group, discusses the importance of 

governance to business and ultimately customers. Referencing her 30 years of experience, we talk about the 

critical elements of good governance and why when you can see an effective structure in place, everyone in  

the organization can focus on reducing risks and creating incremental value. 

 EPISODE NINE: PASSIONATE ABOUT PRIVACY

Vivienne Artz is Chief Privacy Officer of Refinitiv, formerly the Financial and Risk business of Thomson Reuters.  

She is also the current President of Women in Banking and Finance, having been awarded the “Champion for 

Women” Award in 2016. Vivienne talks of her passion for global privacy strategy and practice as well as how she 

carved her career path by recognizing the environment in which we are operating.

  EPISODE TEN: MANAGING REPUTATION – NEW RISKS, NEW THINKING,  
NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Reputation has never been more fragile and reputational threats are increasing exponentially. Clare Williams,  

Head of Risk Management and Corporate Communications for Barclays, discusses why the need to understand, 

mitigate and manage risk has never been more acute. She discusses key points, from how the rapidly changing 

communications environment is amplifying risks to the innovation required for traditional crisis management 

structures to succeed and manage these challenges at a larger scale.

  EPISODE ELEVEN: HOW TO BE A WILDLY STRATEGIC AND EFFECTIVE  
RISKY WOMAN

An accomplished compliance professional and true expert in her field, Kristy Grant-Hart joined us over a coffee 

at the Institute of Company Directors to provide a powerful guide on how to be a wildly strategic and effective 

compliance officer. She is CEO of Spark Compliance Consulting, author, speaker, professor and a former CCO,  

with an innovative approach and inspiring perspective of the compliance field.



Don’t try to save the 
world in everything. 
Pick your fights and 
make sure you win 
the fights you pick.

Angelina Kwan, COO, BitMEX
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 EPISODE TWELVE: REGULATOR SERIES – PART 1 

To kick-off our first regulator series, we sat down with three leading women at ASIC, Australia’s corporate, 

markets and financial services regulator. First up is Emily Hodgson. She has been ASIC’s Chief Financial Officer 

for the past five years and has played an integral role in leading the organization’s work on preparing ASIC to 

implement an industry funding model. We explore her approach for ongoing innovation and discuss her career 

risks thus far, from starting out as an auditor to spending six years in enforcement as joint lead of the NSW 

Enforcement Directorate and joining ASIC in 2002.

 EPISODE THIRTEEN: REGULATORS – PART 2

Louise Macaulay is the Senior Executive Leader of ASIC’s Financial Advisers team. With a leading role in 

regulating Australia’s financial advice industry, Louise tells us how she draws from her previous positions, 

including her role as ASIC’s Commission Counsel and her experience as leading ASIC’s enforcement policy, 

practice and law reform agenda, to confidently back herself and take opportunities.

 EPISODE FOURTEEN: REGULATOR SERIES – PART 3

Our regulator series continued with Senior Executive Leader Sharon Concisom. Responsible for the Markets 

Enforcement team, she talked about her role in enforcing ASIC’s market misconduct investigations and litigation. 

We also heard about her career journey, including time with the Australian Securities Exchange and the 

Malaysian Bourse, and the experience she has gained working in financial markets.

 EPISODE FIFTEEN: ENTERTAINING FAIRNESS

Armina Antoniou is the General Manager of Financial Crime Risk at Australia’s biggest listed gambling and 

entertainment company, Tabcorp. She is also a soccer mom, sports fan and a big believer in fairness, equality, 

diversity and inclusion. She joined us to discuss why becoming a Risky Women was the biggest risk in her  

20-year career and her outcome-driven approach to risk and financial crime challenges.

 EPISODE SIXTEEN: REGULATOR SERIES – PART 4 

More Risky Women regulators, or ex-regulators, wrap up our regulator series in this final episode of the first 

series. Featuring two longstanding Hong Kong Risky Women, Benedicte Noelens, who recently moved to the 

global crypto finance company Circle but was previously at the Securities and Futures Commission, and Meena 

Datwani, former Executive Director at the Hong Kong Monetary Authority and now at EY. We cover the spectrum 

from regulation to RegTech and so much more. 
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RISKY WOMEN JOIN #impact

Our own Chief Risky Woman Kimberley Cole, is joined by Archana 

Kotecha, from Liberty Asia to talk about the profound and disruptive 

work to end modern day slavery they do together with Liberty Asia 

and the Refinitiv Stop Slavery Summit. Listen to more episodes from 

#impact on hashtagimpact.com.

RISKY WOMEN JOINS DIVERCITY PODCAST  

WITH JULIA STREETS

Kimberley Cole joins DiverCity Podcast where she discusses the 

rising number of women in risk and compliance roles and the 

quest to eliminate modern day slavery. The episode also looks at 

the importance of mentorship, collaboration and role models, how 

regulators themselves are starting to create more diverse teams  

and the need to attract younger talent.

https://www.hashtagimpact.com/podcasts-online/all-episodes/
https://www.hashtagimpact.com/podcasts-online/all-episodes/
http://www.hashtagimpact.com
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What’s behind the 
headlines is an appetite 
for not only challenging 
environments, but 
creative thinking and 
doing things that were 
not done before.
Diane Mullenex, Partner, Pinsent Masons LLP 
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A YEAR IN REVIEW

Connecting, championing and celebrating women in risk, regulation 
and compliance across 11 network cities around the globe in 2018. 

ZURICH: FEBRUARY 2018
THE FUTURE OF PRIVACY WITH VIVIENNE ARTZ, REFINITIV

Data privacy was a hot topic in 2018 with the enforcement of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) across 

all EU countries. Vivienne Artz, Refinitiv’s Chief Privacy Officer, joined our first networking event of the year to discuss 

implications of the new regulation and the EU regulatory landscape. Hear more on how cultural and political influence has 

shaped privacy in each region on episode nine of Risky Women Radio.

CHICAGO, BOSTON AND SAN FRANCISCO: APRIL TO JUNE 2018
DON’T GIVE UP THE WINE LIST SERIES 

Our Don’t Give Up the Wine List series kicked off to great acclaim in Chicago before heading to Boston and finally San 

Francisco. The interactive seminars presented by RARECAT Wines focused on using wine as a business tool and building 

executive and professional women’s confidence in ordering and purchasing wine when it matters.  

Our Risky Women across the U.S. loved these sessions. 

TOKYO: MARCH 2018
LUNCH WITH ROYANNE DOI, PRUDENTIAL, AND YUMIKO MURAKAMI, TOKYO CENTRE 

Held alongside the Refinitiv Global Compliance and Japanese Financial Regulatory Summit, we hosted a lively 

conversation with Royanne Doi, Chief Compliance Officer for Prudential International Insurance and Yumiko Murakami, 

Head of OECD Tokyo centre. These industry leaders generated debate and discussion on topics from ethics, effectively 

managing regulatory risks and doing business in Japan to gender equality and “womenomics”. 

SYDNEY: APRIL 2018
TAKING A FEW RISKS WITH SAM MOSTYN

We were thrilled to have such an acclaimed Non-Executive Director and sustainability adviser join us for lunch during the 

Refinitiv Australian Regulatory Summit. Sam Mostyn’s career is fascinating and her stories of working for the Australian 

Prime Minister and the challenges in being the first female Commissioner on the Australian Football League (AFL) 

Commission gave us much to explore. With too much content to cover in one session, we also recorded Sam for the 

second episode of Risky Women Radio.
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It’s really owned 
by everyone,  

that should be  
the easy answer.

Barbara Leach-Walters, COO of Compliance,  
Westpac, on conduct risk
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SINGAPORE: MAY 2018
LUNCH WITH TWO AWARD-WINNING LAWYERS

We were joined by two award-winning lawyers to chat about leading in disruptive times. OCBC General Counsel 

Loretta Yuen and Lazada Group’s General Counsel Gladys Chun covered disruption from financial markets to 

e-commerce. You can listen to the lively discussion we had over lunch on episode five of Risky Women Radio.

LONDON: AUGUST TO SEPTEMBER 2018
EXPLORING THE TRUE COST OF COMPLIANCE 

Risky Women hosted an exclusive breakfast in London to discuss the importance of training, culture, good 

company registry information, clean data and the impact of de-risking in fighting financial crime. We also joined 

the Thomson Reuters Cost of Compliance webinar series held globally throughout August to share insights  

from more than 8,000 compliance professionals on the most significant trends, challenges and opportunities 

moving forward.

SAN FRANCISCO: SEPTEMBER 2018
RANTS AND REVELATIONS WITH DEBRA WALTON, REFINITIV

We all have something we wish we had known earlier in our careers or lives. Speaking to the diverse range  

of Risky Women in our network continuously exposes new viewpoints, from creating impact with inclusion to 

taking on “riskier” opportunities with the right attitude. In an exclusive session with Chief Revenue Officer,  

Debra Walton, we encouraged members to share their personal rants and revelations, highlighting common 

global themes such as women advocating women (or the lack thereof) and having the courage and confidence 

to be a whistle blower.

GENEVA: OCTOBER 2018
RISK REVEALED SERIES 

Risky Women members were invited to join us as we kicked off the Refinitiv Risk Revealed series. Bringing 

together thought leaders and practitioners from financial markets, compliance, risk and anti-money laundering, 

this event featured interactive presentations on key risk and compliance themes and topics impacting business 

dynamics in the region – from remaining ahead of the regulatory curve to how to detect, assess and minimize 

potential risks associated with suppliers, distributors and partners.

WASHINGTON D.C.: OCTOBER 2018
THOMSON REUTERS LEGAL EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE

In partnership with Thomson Reuters Legal Solutions, our Risky Women joined the 2019 Money Laundering via 

Cryptocurrencies: Regulatory, Enforcement and Intel Perspectives forum. This program focused on compliance 

and regulatory challenges as well as understanding the use of cryptocurrencies to launder money or finance 

terrorism. Experts discussed the challenges regulators, law enforcement and the intelligence community have in 

collecting, analyzing and investigating cryptocurrency transactions and mitigating threats.
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HONG KONG: OCTOBER 2018
A NIGHT OF CELEBRATION TO CLOSE THE REFINITIV PAN-ASIAN  
REGULATORY SUMMIT

At Risky Women, we love risk and compliance. Yet we have all heard plenty of dinner party jokes and others 

questioning the joys of the industry. The same treatment is unfortunately often applied to opera, which is  

why we were so excited to bring these two worlds together for our annual dinner in Hong Kong celebrating 

five years of Risky Women. It was an honour to bring so many leading women together to connect and 

celebrate not only our influential network, but our industry and the unique experience of opera with  

More Than Musical.

LONDON: NOVEMBER 2018
SUPPORTING THE 2018 EVERYWOMAN IN RISK FORUM

Risky Women was proud to participate in the 2018 Every Woman in Risk Forum, an empowering one-day 

event gathering influential key players who have achieved great success within their profession and sharing 

stories of their journey. With careers in risk spanning across many sectors and disciplines, the forum looked 

at how diverse organizations can build effective teams with broader skill sets, differing qualities and greater 

input resulting in improved risk management and governance.

HONG KONG: NOVEMBER 2018 
RISKY WOMEN SHOWS UP AT #TEDXTINHAUWOMEN AND #AMCHAMHKWOI

Risky Women Radio was thrilled to sponsor the second annual TEDxTinHauWomen conference and gain 

inspiration from the fabulous local women who took to the stage to share their ideas worth spreading about 

the theme “Showing Up Now.” We were also proud to help reflect on the concepts of impact and influence 

at the 15th Women of Influence Conference and Awards and celebrate Hong Kong’s high-achieving female 

business and thought leaders, including longstanding Risky Women member Angelina Kwan who was 

recognized as a Leading Woman on Boards.
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It’s not just about 
setting and forgetting, 
you’re going to have 
to set, but you need to 
review, and you need 
to renew and you 
need to rebuild those 
compliance functions 
as well.
Emily Hodgson, CFO, ASIC
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Becoming a Risky 
Woman is the biggest 
risk that I have taken 

in my career.
Armina Antoniou, General Manager of Financial Crime Risk, Tabcorp
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SO FAR IN 2019

LONDON: FEBRUARY 2019
PARTNER NETWORK BREAKFAST WITH RISKY 
WOMEN AND POWERWOMEN

We hosted a connection building breakfast with PowerWomen, 

an exclusive network of senior female leaders committed to 

developing the next generation of female talent and advancing 

the role of women in leadership. Expert speakers Samina 

Akram, Managing Director at Samak Ethical Finance, and Dr. 

Nicky Black, Director of International Council on Mining and 

Metals (ICMM) and Chair of the UN Global Compact UK, shared 

their insights and experience in impact investing and how we 

can create a fairer distribution of funds to female founders. 

SINGAPORE AND SYDNEY: MAY TO JUNE 2019
THE ETHICS OF COMPLIANCE WITH RUTH 
STEINHOLTZ, ARETÉWORK

Our Singapore and Sydney events explored the intersecting 

circles of compliance and business ethics. A hot topic around 

the world, Ruth Steinholtz talked candidly about her views on 

the new culture of compliance, from debating the importance of 

taking a behavioral and values-based approach to compliance 

and enforcement to her experiences on achieving this cultural 

shift amid: tightening regulatory frameworks.

And we are already off to a fantastic start in 2019 …
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RISKY WOMEN REBRANDS  
AND RELAUNCHES

Originally as Thomson Reuters and then Refinitiv, our first five years 

as a network has seen us connect, champion and celebrate women 

in risk, regulation and compliance across 11 cities around the globe. 

We will continue to do that and more as we progress into 2019  

and beyond with an updated look and fresh energy. Get ready for 

some exciting new announcements, innovative initiatives and even 

more engaging ways we can connect, celebrate and champion you. 

Your feedback on this journey is crucial, so please share your ideas 

with us too.

In the meantime, we are excited to share a sneak peek of the 

inspiration behind our new logo and brand. We hope you love our 

diving R as much as we do! 
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#RiskyWomen

riskywomen.org

info@riskywomen.org
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RISKY WOMEN WAS THRILLED  
TO BE FEATURED IN PRINT!

Catherine Fox and Dr. Kristin Ferguson’s book Women Kind: Unlocking the power of women 

supporting women spoke to Kimberley Cole about the purpose and passion in developing and 

growing an influential business network.
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